Hubert Ingham Clements was an inventor, designer and engineer who manufactured many pieces of apparatus for use in the scientific and medical practice, particularly in the field of anaesthesia from 1917 when he designed and manufactured suction pumps and anaesthetic machines.
British anaesthetists honoured A. Charles King by naming the English Faculty's (now College's) Museum collection after him, and Sir Robert Macintosh added the name of his technician, Richard Salt, to an expiratory valve of the latter's design.
In Australia, however, less appreciation has been shown to the pioneers who applied their technical and commercial skills to development of anaesthetic apparatus. Yet amongst their number are people of great ingenuity and distinction such as Hubert Ingham Clements.
Born in 1886, Clements underwent a conventional middle class education, with no technical component, but on leaving Sydney Grammar School he enrolled in a private college course on draughtsmanship, graduating first in his class. This was followed by further postgraduate education in mechanical engineering, which he completed with Honours. A number of his exquisitely executed drawings dating from these student days are held in Sydney's Powerhouse Museum.
Outside the classroom, like many young men of his generation, he had already become fascinated by the newly developed internal combustion engine, and in particular its potential for personal motorized transport.
By 1905, he had made his first gasoline-powered automobile; admittedly utilizing imported parts, but arguably the earliest such vehicle to be built in New South Wales. In 1908, he was sufficiently experienced and confident to commence his own engineering business, and by 1910 at twenty-four years of age, he had constructed a handsome motor cycle, powered by an engine of his own design and construction. Its elegant lines still stand up well, and in its day it was highly competitive against imported makes.
The business was successful, and the quality and ingenuity of Clements' work was such that he acquired a large clientele of motorists dependent on him. He could not only diagnose what had gone wrong with their primitive automobiles, but also analyse why failure had occurred. Furthermore, in manufacturing replacements for broken parts, he often improved on the original designs, resulting in greater reliability.
It was in 1917 that his first contact with anaesthesia was made. In collaboration with Dr Mark Lidwill, he designed and manufactured a mechanical vaporizer, a machine which remained in use for many years under *Professor Emeritus, Department of Anaesthesia and Intensive Care, Westmead Hospital and John Hunter Hospital, University of Newcastle, N.S.W. Lidwill's name. Clements' contribution, which would obviously have been substantial, was never acknowledged, perhaps because although he was involved in the prototype, subsequent production was undertaken elsewhere. Certainly, surviving Lidwill machines are crude compared with the general standard of Clements' contemporary work. For the next decade, Clements was preoccupied with the motor trade, in which he was a muchadmired and respected figure. He was a Vice-President of the Institute of Automotive and Mechanical Engineers, and an Examiner for the NRMA. Amongst his colleagues on the Council of the former body were James (later Sir James) Kirby, the engineer whose sealed unit powered almost all Australian-made refrigerators, and Charles McGrath, founder of Repco (incidentally a former occupant of the ANZCA headquarters, "Ulimaroa").
A connoisseur of fine automobiles, at various times Clements owned some of the famous marques of the period. The Duesenberg Company sought him out as a potential franchisee, and he was agent for several other high quality manufacturers.
But even in those boom years, he was still in touch with medical equipment, being persuaded by Drs S. A. Smith and A. Holmes à Court to collaborate on developing an improved ether vaporizer and delivery system. At much the same time, suction was introduced into surgical practice, and Clements recognised the potential of his pump which, whilst delivering an air stream to vaporize ether at one end, also generated a vacuum at the other (Figure 4) .
So began an era during which he forsook the motor industry altogether and concentrated on medical and scientific apparatus. Clements' name is probably best known because of the ubiquitous anaesthetic and especially suction machines which were sold to almost CLEMENTS: A PIONEER OF AUSTRALIAN ANAESTHESIA Anaesthesia and Intensive Care, Vol. 33, Supplement 1, June 2005 5 every hospital in Australia, with some even going to the United Kingdom. The apparatus had a number of special features. First of all, it was compact; at a time when imported suction machines were very clumsy, noisy and barely portable, Clements' devices were admirably light and took up little space. He married fractional horsepower electric power to an efficient pump of his own design by means of unequal sized pulleys and a V-belt. As with all of his products, everything was worked out with care and precision, and the job was done in an economical manner, but without stressing the components. The result was extraordinary reliability, low maintenance, and high performance.
The vaporizers were ingenious, and their design underwent continuous improvement. A drip-feed system and a warmed plate was capable of delivering precise concentration in the hands of experienced users.
One feature of his pump deserves mention: the cylinder was bored slightly oval, so as to offer a larger area to lateral thrust generated by crankshaft throw, and hence prevented uneven wear which otherwise occurs in a purely circular design. On the other side of the world, Professor Porsche was utilizing the same idea in developing engines, which ultimately powered the Volkswagen.
Over the next forty years, Clements improved his original design, adapted the principle to reticulated suction and diversified his inventory. His breast pump was a great success in maternity hospitals, his centrifuges were standard equipment in most laboratories and in all Red Cross blood banks, and he experimented with an intermittent depressurizing cuirass for vascular disease of the lower limb. Invited to visit Britain by medical advisers to George VI at a time when the King was suffering incipient gangrene, he declined on the basis that his machine would not help such an advanced case. Few inventors offered such an opportunity for royal favour would have turned it down in so principled a manner.
Post WWII, Clements' son Bill, a Science graduate, joined the company, making a significant contribution, especially on the laboratory equipment side. The company name was changed to H. I. Clements and Son, and it seemed inevitable that Bill would take over when Hubert decided to retire, but tragedy struck and Bill died of renal cancer with lung secondaries after a relatively short illness.
Hubert's own health was failing, and a second stroke disabled him physically in 1967, the year in which the last Clements ether machine was soldhalothane, introduced in 1958, had finally ensured the end of its production. Soon after, the company was sold for $52,500. Its new owners eventually reached a turnover of thirty million dollars per annum before Clements went public in 1992.
Hubert Clements died in 1969; for nearly fifty years his equipment was sold to hundreds of hospitals, and his apparatus had probably delivered over one million anaesthetics. Anaesthetists and patients of earlier generations benefited from the reliability and precision of his vaporizers and suction machines. He deserves an honoured place in the history of our specialty.
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